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CAPACITY CAPACITY DIA. TIMER HZ/HP

TB-064 100g 12 4”/100mm MECHANICAL 110V/ 60Hz 1/32

TB-065 100g 12 4”/100mm MECHANICAL 220V/ 50Hz 1/32

TB-066 200g 30 6”/150mm DIGITAL 110V/ 60Hz 1/12

TB-067 200g 30 6”/150mm DIGITAL 220V/ 50Hz 1/12

TB-068 500g 100 9”/230mm DIGITAL 110V/ 60Hz 1/3
TB-069 500g 100 9”/230mm DIGITAL 220V/ 50Hz 1/3
TB-070 1 Kg 225 12”/300mm DIGITAL 110V/ 60Hz 1/3
TB-071 1 Kg 225 12”/300mm DIGITAL 220V/ 50Hz 1/3

MOTOR ARMATURE FOR
TB-081 TB-102 TB-064
TB-082 TB-103 TB-065
TB-083 TB-104 TB-066
TB-084 TB-105 TB-067
TB-085 TB-106 TB-068
TB-086 TB-107 TB-069
TB-087 TB-108 TB-070
TB-088 TB-109 TB-071

Spares for Magnetic Tumbles

CODE TIMER
TB-110 MECHANICAL
TB-111 PROGRAMMABLE

CODE CIRCUIT BOARD
TB-091 115/ 60Hz
TB-092 230/ 50Hz

CODE BOWL DIA.
TB-075 4”/100mm
TB-076 6”/150mm
TB-077 9”/230mm
TB-078 12”/300mm

CODE CARBON BRUSHES
TB-098 100mm
TB-099 150mm
TB-100 230mm
TB-101 300mm

Stainless Steel
Pins & Balls
For use with

Magnetic
Polisher

0.5mm Pins TB-400/250g
0.3mm Pins TB-401/250g
1.2mm Ball TB-402/200g
1.0mm Ball TB-403/200g

Made in Japan

CODE DESCRIPTION
TB-079 SMALL
TB-080 LARGE

Magnetic Separators
Separate media from parts with this trigger acti-
vated accessory. Fast, simple hold and release
action, easy to stir in the bowl and discharge
the media into the plastic container. Media can
then be stored and reused.
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WHAT IS A CENTRIFUGAL MAGNETIC FINISHER
The Ikohe Centrifugal Magnetic Finisher machines are a direct drive, fan cooled design,
complete system. The Magnetic disk that actually turns the pins is made up of many powerful
magnets that are precisely placed in a cast disk. The alternating polarity is constantly
changing, thereby allowing the media to move freely in a liquid solution that is constantly
changing its make-up. This combined with centrifugal force allows for super quiet and fast tim
cycles to perform a myriad of applications.



Most metals will achieve the desired effect in 30 to 40 minutes. It is good practice to check the parts
progress after the first 20 minutes. If your cycle time ends and you feel you have not reached the desired
result, then go through the above steps to set the timer for increments of 10 minutes. Always remember that
the machine should be turned off when reaching into the chamber to check the parts. As you check your
parts for progress, you will notice that the water solution is quite “warm”. This is normal as the heat aids in
finishing your parts. The increase in heat is not caused by the machine but by the friction between the metal
and the stainless steel media pins while processing is occurring. It is also important to keep the machine
clean during the working cycles. Therefore, Ikohe recommends that after each cycle, the bowl should be
removed to clean out thoroughly. Remember that the solution will pour quite easily and that the pins will stay
at the bottom of the bowl once the bowl is tipped. Do not tip to quickly as you do no want to loose the pins,
as they are difficult to pick up once spilled. It is recommended that you use your lid as a sort of stopper, as if
you were pouring water out of a cooking pan. Once cleaned, simply repeat the above steps and continue on
with the next cycle. If you are going to be doing several cycles or batches, it is recommended that you pur-
chase a separate extra bowl so that no time is lost and your work course will continue. The last page shows
the spare bowls that are available.

Storage of Magnetic Finisher….
After you finish using your Ikohe Centrifugal Magnetic Finisher, always remove the bowl from its base and store
with the base on a workbench or table. It is also good practice to unplug your machine daily after each use or
if the machine will not be used during a period of time. This practice will not allow small children to play with
the controls and accidentally turn the machine on.

Warranty
Please note that all our machines are covered under a 1-Year Warranty from date of purchase. Mail your
registration card with your purchase receipt.

Centrifugal Magnetic Finishing

Cautions: 
1. Always make sure that the unit is plugged into a properly grounded outlet.
2. Do not remove bowl from its base unless unit is turned off.
3. At no time should you place your hands inside the working chamber while the machine is running.

Always make sure that the machine is turned off before performing this operation.
4. When machine is not in use, remove bowl from machine base.
5. Do not fill the chamber past the recommended maximum fill line to avoid spillage.

General Information Regarding Your Magnetic Finisher…
Magnetic finishing is today’s state-of-the-art method to finish non-ferrous metals that have a high degree
of intricacy with media's as small as 0.010 in diameter and 0.250 length stainless steel pins. This new
method of finishing was first introduced to the jewelry manufacturing markets with tremendous success for
processing precious metals. Your new centrifugal magnetic finisher features a ruggedized acrylic bowl, 
air-cooled magnetic drive, and a full one-year warranty. The proprietary magnetic drive design allows 
maximum centrifugal force for pin movement and the bowl is designed to allow parts to tumble with this
moving mass. This technology allows an extremely fast cycle time.

Unpacking Your Centrifugal Magnetic Finisher
Upon unpacking your Centrifugal Magnetic Finisher, you will find in the box the magnetic tumbler base, the
bowl and pins. (Note: Pins are only supplied with Models K149-100 and K149-160. All other models pins
must be purchased separately. See end of instructions for part numbers for pin). After removing all the
components from the packaging, fill the bowl provided with the correct amount of pins. (Note: For models
K149-100 and K149-160, use the entire contents of the pins that are provided, For Model K149-230 you
need to fill the bowl with 0.5kg of pins and K149-300 needs to be filled with 1kg of pins respectively).
Before you insert your pieces you are going to tumble, be sure to fill the chamber with water to the 
“fill line”. Never exceed filling the bowl past the maximum line. Once water is in place, you then must add
4-5 drops of cleaning compound (BCR etc not provided). For models K149-230 and K149-300 add two (2)
tablespoons of cleaning compound. As a side note, if your pins should turn black in the beginning, there is
nothing wrong with the pins but that they have to be purged as these pins contain iron and the iron is what
is coming out of the pins thus turning them black. If this should happen, fill your bowl with water to the 
“maximum” line. Run for approximately five (5) minutes, rinse, and then repeat this cycle one more time.
Note that this cycle may have to be done the first few uses until the pins are cleared and free of iron. It is
a good practice to properly clean and rinse your pins on a daily basis prior to operation.

Instructions and Cycle Times of Machines
Now you are ready to put your pieces to be finished in the Magnetic Finisher. You will note that each
model holds a different quantity of pieces. Please revert to chart on the last page for proper quantities for
each model. After filling the bowl with the correct number of pieces for the model you purchased, then
proceed to turn the machines main power switch “on” which is located on the front of the machine. After
machine is turned on then the next step is to set the timer on how many minutes you want to finish your
pieces. On the Models K149-100 simply turn the timer to the desired time frame, which is in minutes
(0-120). On the Models K149-160, K149-230 and K149-300 first set the digital timer to the desired time
frame. This timer which runs from 0-999 minutes is the main timer that dictates the length of which your
parts will finish. Then proceed to set the forward/reverse dial timer, which comes in increments of 1-10
minutes. The last thing to set on the three (3) models is the speed control knob, which is simply done by
rotating the knob to desired speed.

Caution: on very soft, non-ferrous metals, the speed control knob should be set for 1/2 to 3/4 rotation.

ALWAYS USE A SURGE PROTECTOR WHEN USING THIS MACHINENOTE: ALWAYS USE A SURGE PROTECTOR WHEN USING THIS MACHINENOTE

Bowl
Dia.

HP Watts Pin
Capacity

Ring
Capacity

Forward/
Reverse
Function

Variable
Speed

Timer

100MM 1/32 30 100g 8-12 NO NO MECHANICAL

150MM 1/16 40 200g 30 YES YES DIGITAL

230MM 1/8 120 500g 100 YES YES DIGITAL

300MM 1/4 200 1kg 225 YES YES DIGITAL 


